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Presentation outline

1. Integration of WASH and Agriculture

2. Integration of Shelter and Agriculture-Rain water harvest

3. Using drip irrigation

4. Other water saving technologies

5. Re-greening our environment
Integration of WASH and Agriculture

- Repair, rehabilitation, establishment of water points.

- Use of run-off water for agriculture.
Integration of Shelter and Agriculture

- Construction of Bakasi Shelter.
- Rain water harvesting.
- 15 to 25 days of water supply after rains.
Use of bore-hole run off water in demonstration plots
Drip irrigation

- Lease agreements with Water point owners
- Construction of infrastructure
- Training of beneficiaries
- Allocation of drip lines
Other water saving techniques

- Use of perforated plastic bottles
- Scheduling of irrigation times
- Mulching
Re-Greening our environment

• Planting Moringa Trees.

• Passing on the seeds.
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